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My Mom with her sister enjoying an afternoon tea.
I am dedicating my Publisher’s note to my mother; whom without, I obviously wouldn’t be
here. She taught me that you have to work hard to achieve the things you want in life. That
nothing is for free. She devoted her life to her family. Her energy and positive demeanor
shines brighter than anyone I’ve ever met.

Editorial/Composition
Cindy Sudowski

She is my role model. She has proven to me that regardless of where you’ve been, you can
accomplish whatever you set your mind to. Thank you Mom. I love you. Happy Mother’s Day.

For Advertising
Call 843-369-1556

As a mother to 2 grown children, I can attest first-hand to the feelings of endearing love and
concern for our children. Although my kids are quite independent and out on their own, I
think of them always and need reassurance each day that they are well. Unfortunately, I
think today’s society has created my anxiety toward their safety. I am an optimist by nature
but the constant news reports of the heinous acts inflicted on persons makes me much more
cautious and concerned. As the Publisher of the South Carolina Woman magazine, I am
committing space in each issue to bring awareness to Human Trafficking. I am acquainted
to persons working to end human trafficking and the statistics are startling. We all need to
be aware that this problem exist and don’t turn your head when you notice something that
just doesn’t seem right. Reach out to law enforcement authorities.
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Margaret A Wadsworth
Patrick Munro
Carole Bowdre
Jennifer Reed
Kayla Bracey
Deirdre Edmonds
Kaelin Mcdonald
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I also want to mention that we are beginning the preparations for the 4th Annual South
Carolina Women’s EXPO that is being held on Saturday, November 23rd. (see page 21 for
more details). If you are interested in participating please reach out to us at 843-369-1556.
If you want to attend the EXPO, register at www.whoscoming.com/SCWomenEXPO.
Happy Spring,

Terri Petry
Publisher
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Retirement Planning for Women at Every Age:
What Should You Be Doing Right Now?
While retirement planning was once thought of as an issue for older,
wealthier adults to deal with, the truth is that preparing for a secure future is
no longer considered a life stage or income-specific endeavor. Providing for
financial wellness in our later years is now an individual responsibility, and
the earlier you start, the better off you’ll be. From students to grandparents,
there are steps that we can be taking in every phase of life to empower ourselves for the future we envision.
Even at a young age, children watch and absorb how the adults around
them manage money. The saving and spending habits they witness now will
form lasting impressions on how they handle their own money in the future.
Something as simple as putting spare change in a jar can send a great message to developing minds about setting money aside.
Raising financially-literate teenagers will set them up for retirement-planning success. Parents can help them understand the basics of budgeting, saving smart, and working toward a financial goal. From the money she
receives as a birthday gift, to the part-time job income she earns at the local
grocery store, teenagers need to understand what to do with the money they
have in their hands before it burns a hole in their pockets.
Once you reach your 20s, you have more control over your income and
what to do with it. While your life as an independent financial adult is just
beginning, complete with benefits and an actual salary, that starting salary is
likely going to be on the lower side… despite the student loan debt and full
living expenses with which you now have to contend.
While retirement seems to be a long way off in the future, and today’s
challenging expense-to-income ratio is very much in the present, it’s easy to
move financial planning to the side… and credit cards to the front. The
younger you are, however, the more saving power you have thanks to a concept called compound interest. A few dollars saved today can mean thousands of dollars later, and time is very much on your side. Manage your
credit wisely, set a practice of saving before you spend, and get the jump on
retirement planning that so many wish they had.
As you continue to build your credit, your family, and your life, there
seems to be no shortage of bills to pay, and saving seems even more challenging at this stage of the game. How can you think about retirement when
your toddlers don’t even sleep through the night?
On the upside, your earning power is on the rise, your good financial
habits have led to great credit and better interest rates when you do have to
borrow money for the big stuff, and your employer likely offers a retirement
savings plan at work. During this mid-career life stage, it’s a good time to set
a retirement-savings goal, and enlist the help of your financial professional
to help you reach it.
During your 50s, your life becomes less about the kids (who are more

independent or out of the house altogether), and more about you. Now you
can focus more on your career and put more energy into what you want,
both for today and for the future. Decide on your planned retirement age
and determine if your savings is adequate or on track, and tackle any retirement planning catch-up you may need by accelerating your saving and
investing.
In your 60s, you can
finally see retirement
on the horizon. The
time has actually come
to plan that trip to Italy,
to meet that first grandchild, and to downsize
from that big house.
The time has also come
to better research your
Social Security benefits
(and when it’s best to
start accessing them),
Medicare coverage and
long-term care options.
You’ve made it. You have retired with financial security and a lifetime of
memories. Now it’s time to make sure you protect what you’ve achieved for
the people you love. Take your will out of the filing cabinet and make sure it
is up to date and still reflects your intentions. Name a power of attorney, and
settle any inheritance or taxation concerns you may have with a professional.
Although the process of planning for your retirement may seem daunting,
your financial advisor can help guide you through the entire process. No
matter what age you are, be sure to contact your advisor today to develop,
review, and/or revise your retirement plans.
Your financial security is dependent on your attitudes and beliefs about
money and your willingness to take your financial future into your own
hands. We can help you overcome financial roadblocks. We are NorthStar
Financial. The Right Company that facilitates The Right Plan. Resulting, in
becoming The Right Person.
Consider setting a new direction in your life and contact
NorthStar Financial at (843)-448-7305 or go to
www.northstarnavigator.com
to secure a confident Retirement future tomorrow.
You will be thankful you did!
Patrick Munro
NorthStar Financial Advisors
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Swollen Legs
By Karl Hubach, MD, RVT, RPhS
Leg
swelling,
or leg
edema, is a
common
occurrence
and can
cause a
great deal
of concern
for many
people.
Figuring
out what is causing the edema can
be very frustrating. There is a long
list of things that can cause swelling
in the legs and it can seem overwhelming to try to solve the mystery. For instance, swelling can come
from: medications, trauma, hormone changes, diet, problems with
the heart, lungs, kidneys, liver, or
thyroid, infection, sleep apnea, obesity, cancer, or even abnormal circu-

Voted 4 years
Best Medical Clinic

lation in the arteries, veins, or lymphatics. With so many causes,
where do we start? The first step in
making any accurate diagnosis of
the cause is getting a good history
with lots of questions.
Frequently, additional testing will
need to be done to narrow down the
cause of swelling, including blood
work, urinalysis, ultrasounds, or
even CAT scans. It would take a
textbook to cover all the causes of
leg swelling, but let’s try to get a
better understanding. Some
swelling can be a sign of a major
problem while other swelling just
has to be tolerated. If the swelling
occurred gradually over a long period of time or has been present for a
long time with no pain, the cause is
typically going to have less urgency.
Most anxiety over swelling in the
leg is usually because there is concern for a blood clot in the veins of
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YoungTalkers.com
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Speech Therapy • Feeding Therapy • Reading Therapy
Now Providing Speech Therapy for Adults
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the leg. A blood clot is also called a
thrombus. A thrombus in the veins
can occur in the deep veins of the
legs, which are in the muscles of the
leg, or in the superficial veins,
which are outside the muscles and
closer to the skin surface. A superficial vein thrombus carries less concern, unless it is located close to an
intersection with a deep vein.
Superficial clots are typically not
treated as aggressively as a deep
vein thrombosis (DVT). The deep
veins carry 90% of the blood flow
out of the leg. A clot formation in
the deep system creates a lot more
concern for problems. The greatest
concern is for a piece of the clot to
break off and go to the lungs (a pulmonary embolism), causing difficul-

Crossword
Answers

ty breathing and chest pain. A pulmonary embolism can be fatal and
occurs in about 10% of DVTs. A
clot in the deep veins can also
result in long term pain and
swelling of the affected leg in
about 66% of people and is called
post thrombotic syndrome. A DVT
is typically treated using blood
thinners and compression.
Occasionally a filter will be placed
to catch anything that may break
off. Proper compression treatment
can reduce the risk for post thrombotic syndrome by 50%.
Most DVTs will present with a
sudden onset of swelling and tenderness in one leg. There are factors that will increase the likelihood of having a DVT, such as: an
active cancer, immobility (such as,
long travel or being bedridden),
previous history of a DVT, trauma
to the leg, medications that increase
clotting (such as birth control pills
or hormones), obesity, age over 60
years, varicose veins, and inherited
conditions or illnesses that make a
person form clots easier. One of the
big problems with DVTs is that the
accuracy of diagnosing a DVT on
history and exam alone is only 50%,
and often times there may be no
symptoms at all. That means, if the
doctor thinks it is possible, then a
test needs to be done to make sure.
Some blood tests can help with the
decision, but often times an ultrasound of the leg is needed to make
sure.
There are several things you can
do to reduce your risk for a DVT.
You can stay active and maintain a
healthy weight and life style. When
you are traveling with long sitting
you should wear graduated compression stockings or socks, point
and flex your feet 10 to 12 times
every 20 minutes, and walk as
much as possible. Hospitalized and
surgical patients need to be accurately assessed for their risk of having a DVT so they can be given
properly tailored medication, compression stockings, and early activity.
The cause of leg swelling can
often be a challenge to figure out. A
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May is Better
Hearing Month!
By Jennifer Reed
& Kayla Bracey
Better Hearing and
Speech Month (BHSM)
was founded in 1927,
by the American
Speech-LanguageHearing Association
(ASHA).
The aim of BHSM is
to raise awareness
about hearing and
speech problems,
encouraging people to
analyze their own
hearing and speech,
and to take action if they think there might be a problem. Treatment
can then be given to improve the quality of life in people with communication problems.
On May 21, 1986, President Ronald Reagan issued a formal proclamation designating May as the official month to “heighten public awareness” about hearing loss and speech disorders.
His proclamation is as follows: NOW, THEREFORE, I, RONALD REAGAN, President of the United States of America, do hereby proclaim the month
of May as Better Hearing and Speech Month, and I call upon the people of the
United States to observe this month with appropriate ceremonies and activities.
(Proclamation 5486, May 21, 1986).
Ronald Reagan is one among many famous people with hearing loss.
Another is Helen Keller. In fact, Helen Keller once said that of all her sensory deprivations, she most missed her ability to hear. She noted that
while blindness kept her separate from things, hearing loss separated her
from people, and human connections.
Did you know:
About 34 million Americans have hearing loss – that is 11% of the population. Further, the number of Americans with hearing loss has doubled
over the past 30 years as younger people experience hearing loss due to
noise exposure, and, as Baby Boomers age. Recent studies show that
neglecting hearing loss can accelerate its progression; while correcting
hearing loss with hearing aids can keep hearing impairment from getting
worse.
It’s time to have your hearing checked!
Over the years, Better Hearing Month has successfully convinced
many people to have their hearing tested! Hearing aids help over 90% of
hearing losses, and, first-time hearing aid wearers report satisfaction ratings exceeding 90%. Hearing aids can help you:
• Understand speech in both quiet & noisy situations
• Fully enjoy phones, TVs, computers & stereos
• Hear sounds in the world around you
• Remain safe & independent
• Feel less stress & fatigue due to straining to hear
Call today for your free hearing
evaluation!
Hearing By Design 843-272-1486
802A 13th Ave South, North Myrtle Beach, SC 29582
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200
OFF *
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*Valid on all Starkey Hearing aids, must present coupon at time of purchase,
cannot be combined with any other coupons or Eiscounts. Limit 1 per customer.
Expires: 5/31/201

Kaylaa Bracey Jennifer Reeed
HAS
S-0487
HAS-0481

(843) 272-148
86

802A 13th Ave South • North Myrtle Bea
ach, SC 29582
www.hearingbydesignnmb.com
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Basic Steps of Probate
Adminstration
By Deirdre Edmonds, Attorney at Law
After a person’s death, a determination must be
made as to the nature and extent of the deceased person’s assets and income, and that determination will
generally dictate what must be done with respect to
probate administration. Often, a person dies owning
assets and property known as “probate property”
that can only be dealt with through some type of
action in the local probate court. Previously, I have
discussed the difference between “probate property”
and “non-probate property”. I have also previously
discussed various simplified probate administration procedures. This article assumes that the deceased person’s probate property includes either
real property or that the probate property exceeds $25,000 in value. Under
either of these circumstances, a full probate administration is required
through the local probate court.
This article outlines the basic steps that must be taken in a normal probate administration. Although no two estates are the same, there are certain steps that all probate administrations must follow. Oftentimes, added
to these steps are more complex issues that arise, which require more time,
expense and effort to resolve. Probate administrations are very fact specific.
The particular facts and circumstances related to the nature and extent of

Law Office of
Deirdre W. Edmonds, PA
Estate Planning, Probate & Elder Law Attorney
Former Horry County Probate Judge, for 12 years.
Licensed attorney for over 28 years.
Member, National Academy of Elder Law Attorneys
(NAELA) for more than 20 years.
We are proud to Announce

Attorney Michael S. Large
has joined our firm.
• Wills, Trusts & Powers of Attorney
• Probate, Guardianships &
Conservatorships
• Trust and Estate Litigation
• Elder Law
• Special Needs Trusts
• Disability Planning
• Medicaid Planning

1500 Hwy 17 N, The Courtyard Suite 213
Surfside Beach, SC 29575

843-232-0654

www.dedmondslaw.com

the deceased’s property, their family members and family dynamics, the
extent of their preplanning or lack of planning, all impact the ease or complexity of their estate administration. In general, the following basic steps
are required for a probate administration in this state:
STEP ONE: GATHER NECESSARY INFORMATION AND OPEN
ESTATE WITH PROBATE COURT. Determine the deceased’s assets and
income, their family members and family relationships, and whether or not
they had a Last Will and Testament. File any Will with the probate court
and seek the appointment of a personal representative to manage the
deceased’s probate assets. The personal representative is in charge of the
probate administration.
STEP TWO: PROVIDE INITIAL REQUIRED NOTICES. As soon as the
Will is filed and/or a personal representative is appointed, duties arise that
require certain persons to be notified regarding whether or not there is a
Will and also notified that the personal representative has been appointed
by the Court. These duties also include publishing the Notice to Creditors
in a local newspaper.
STEP THREE: MARSHALL, APPRAISE AND INVENTORY ASSETS.
The personal representative must act quickly to gather and protect the
deceased person’s assets. This includes, determining what bank accounts
exist, what vehicles the deceased owned, whether the deceased owned any
stocks, bonds, life insurance policies, real property, brokerage accounts,
401(k)s, IRAs and business interests. The more diverse or the greater the
value of the assets, the more steps required to administer the assets. The
assets must be valued or appraised and an inventory of the assets is
required to be filed with the probate court.
STEP FOUR: HANDLE DEBTS AND CREDITOR CLAIMS. A personal
representative is required to handle and resolve all claims and debts
against a deceased person’s estate. Claims and debts can be paid, negotiated, disallowed or contested. Sometimes, lawsuits are required in order to
resolve debts and claims, and assets must be sold in order to pay all the
claims and debts. Occasionally, there are not sufficient estate assets to pay
all the debts and claims. If this is the case, then additional work is
required to determine which assets can be sold and/or who might not
receive their share of an estate.
STEP FIVE: TAX ISSUES MUST BE ADDRESSED. A deceased’s final
income tax return may have to be filed. An estate that earns income during
the course of the administration may be required to file a fiduciary income
tax return. A large estate that exceeds the estate tax exemption amount at
the time of the deceased’s death (currently, $11.2 million dollars) must also
file a federal estate tax return. The administration of a taxable estate that is
required to file an estate tax return can take several years to complete.
STEP SIX: MORE COMPLEX ISSUES THAT MAY ARISE. Complex or
unusual issues that arise or that the estate is involved in must be handled
and resolved before the estate can be concluded. These may include, but
not be limited to, will contests and estate disputes, business ownership
interests, spousal claims, unmarried couples, disinherited children, minor
beneficiaries, wrongful death claims, and disputed ownership of property.
STEP SEVEN: DISTRIBUTION AND CLOSING OF ESTATE. After all
claims, disputes and tax issues have been resolved, a personal representative can generally begin distributing the assets remaining in the estate and
begin the estate closing process. Assets must be properly retitled and handed over to the persons entitled to them. Deeds must be prepared and executed for real property. Stock certificates held in the deceased’s name are
turned in and new certificates issued by the issuing company in the proper
names. Automobiles must be retitled through the motor vehicles department and bank accounts are closed and funds distributed. Numerous
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estate closing documents are required to be completed and filed by the personal representative, including a full accounting of the personal representative’s administration of the estate. These estate closing documents must
also be provided to all interested persons. Anyone who has an objection to
the administration of the estate by the personal representative has a right to
demand a hearing in the probate court. If a hearing is demanded, the court
will schedule a hearing and the personal representative will be required to
answer questions related to his or her conduct in administering the estate.
If the court is satisfied that the estate has been properly administered, the
personal representative can then proceed with all final estate distributions
and the court will close the estate. If the court believes that improper
actions have been taken or that assets have not been properly administered,
the court can order appropriate action to remedy the matter. After remedial
actions are completed, then the estate will be closed by the court.
The foregoing outlines the general steps required to administer an estate
in the probate court. Oftentimes, each general step involves numerous tasks
and additional work to complete. The steps can be easy to achieve and
complete or they may be complex and complicated. A person who has
properly planned for their death by having a well-drafted Last Will and
Testament helps insure that the steps required to be taken after their death
through a probate administration are easier and less complicated than
someone who fails to plan. That’s the first step in making the whole probate administration process as simple and easy as it can be. It’s not a guarantee but it’s a very good start. (The information provided in this article is for
informational purposes only and is of a general nature.The information should not
be construed as legal advice. If you have any questions about the subject matter of
this article or related matters, you should consult with a professional advisor for
advice. Deirdre W. Edmonds previously served for twelve years as Horry County
Probate Judge and is currently the owner of The Law Office of Deirdre W.
Edmonds, PA, located at 1500 Highway 17 North, The Courtyard, Suite 213,
Surfside Beach, SC 29575. The Law Office of Deirdre W. Edmonds, PA focuses on
estate planning, probate administration, probate and trust litigation, disability
planning and elder law. Contact Deirdre W. Edmonds via Telephone: (843) 2320654; Website: www.dedmondslaw.com; and Email:
dedmonds@dedmondslaw.com.)
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Joint Based Dentistry
By Jeffrey W. Horowitz, DMD, FAGD, DABSA
The Temporo-Mandibular joint, better
known as the T.M.J. is perhaps one of the most
controversial anatomic structures in the dental
world. For decades, dentists have debated
about the cause and effect relationship
between bite problems, muscle problems and
pathology in the joint space. Modern thinking
is now taking dentistry into a new era where
the TM joint is the first consideration in diagnosis with regard to assessing the dental
health status of a patient. But why look at the
joint first?
As a clinician who has spent much of his
career learning and teaching how to correct the
most severe of dental problems, I have been
exposed to many different practice philosophies. What has come to light in
recent years is that changes in the T.M. joint are quite common, and may
cause permanent changes to the bite. Old thinking suggested that bite
problems occur first, and eventually lead to changes in the T.M. joint structures. Using MRI and CT imaging, long term studies have shown that
changes in the joint itself lead to bite discrepancies and could be predictive
for future bite changes. It only makes sense. The T.M. joints are the foundation for the bite and chewing system.

NEW BOARD
CERTIFICATION
DEMONSTRATING HIS COMMITMENT
to the treatment of venous disease,
Dr. Karl Hubach is the only physician in our
area Board Certified in American Board of
Venous and Lymphatic Medicine
Diplomate and one of only 248 in the country.
• Specializing in treatment of Varicose & Spider Veins.
• Most services are covered by insurance.
• All evaluations and treatments are done by
Dr. Hubach in the comfort of the office.
• Also offering skin care treatment for rosacea, acne, age spots,
spider veins, sun damage, and fine wrinkles.

Karl Hubach MD, FACPh, RVT, RPhS
American Board of Venous and Lymphatic Medicine Diplomate

4545 Hwy. 17 Bypass Suite A • Murrells Inlet, SC

843-652-5344 (LEGG) FAX: 843-652-0067
www.inletveinspecialists.com

The joint itself is a moveable hinge between the mandible (lower jaw) and
the skull base. Movement of the hinge is facilitated by an articular disk
which also maintains the distance between the jaw and the skull base. At
the other end of that moveable hinge are the lower teeth, so any condition
that causes changes to the disk will cause a bite discrepancy. If the change
is acute inflammation the change to the bite may be temporary, while dislocation or damage to the disk can lead to ongoing bite instability.
Therefore, confirming the health of the joint during diagnosis and prior to

any restorative or orthodontic treatment is crucial. Failure to do so can
result in multiple problems ranging from restorative failure to tooth wear,
orthodontic relapse, bone degeneration and skeletal change.
So just what causes changes to the TM joint? For most, changes to the
joint structure are associated with some type of injury or trauma. These
injuries are often overlooked and can result from sporting activities, falls,
motor vehicle accidents and /or any blunt force trauma. Joint injuries are
overlooked so often because they are not always associated with pain until
the damage is irreparable. If the traumatic injury occurs while growth is
still active, the jaws can grow asymmetrically, but even if growth is not
active, loss or damage to the disk can result in degenerative change to the
lower jaw and bite shifting.
Management of joint discrepancies can range from splint therapy to bite
adjustments and even surgery in the most severe of cases. The key is early
diagnosis and consideration of the injury with regard to necessary treatment. It may be necessary to have an MRI in order to see the disk and soft
tissues of the joint in addition to a cone beam x-ray to evaluate the bone.
Only a good clinical exam can determine if these diagnostic aids are necessary.
The take-away here is to please let your dentist know of any injuries,
bite changes, pain, popping or clicking in the joint. Early detection is crucial and can save thousands of dollars in future dentistry to correct a more
advanced problem.
Dr Horowitz is a 1991 graduate of The Medical University of South
Carolina, College of Dental Medicine and completed a general practice residency at the Mountainside Hospital In Montclair, N.J. He is a Fellow of
the Academy of General Dentistry as well as a member of the American
Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry, the American Orthodontic Society, The
American Dental Association, The Dental Organization for Conscious
Sedation, and The American Academy of Dental Sleep Medicine. He is the
founder of, and practices at the Carolina Center for Cosmetic and
Restorative Dentistry at 1515 9th Ave., Conway, S.C. He can be contacted
at (843) 248-3843 or via the practice website.
www.carolinacosmeticdental.com
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Sandtrap-Sports-Bar-and-Grill

Relax and Unwind with a
Casual Oceanfront Dining Experience
Bay Watch Café and Sandtrap Sports Bar and Grill, located in the Bay
Watch Resort & Conference Center in North Myrtle Beach, sit facing the
ocean. Both restaurants have recently been revamped and remodeled following hurricane Florence in September, 2018. The Bay Watch Café restaurant was renamed at that time and new menus were created.
Bay Watch Café is a casual restaurant with nautical décor and is open
for breakfast and dinner. They provide an extensive breakfast buffet or
you can choose off the menu.
The dinner menu features fresh fish, beef and pasta dishes. During the
summer, they will be featuring a themed buffet nightly including Mexican
Fiesta, Southern, Seafood, Barbecue and Asian Buffets. They also will be
hosting several events like a Kentucky Derby Party with an outside winner circle including a live horse! There are also plans for Cinco de Mayo
party and more surprises planned for the rest of the year at the restaurant
as well as the outdoor pool bar named Fishtails Beach Bar.
Sand Trap has an extensive menu anywhere from an all-American
Cheeseburger to the award winning She Crab Soup (including Taste of the
Coast and Souper Supper to name a few) to their own take on Fish and
Chips all the way to a Certified Angus Bone in Rib Eye. They have large
screens and projectors to see all your favorite sports and you can find live
entertainment on Friday and Saturday nights until the summer season
when they will have entertainment nightly.
Both restaurants also offer a Happy Hour from 4:00 pm to 7:00 pm with
an array of different food and drink specials.
My husband and I stopped in one Saturday night before the tourists

come to sample the Bay Watch Café. We had a lovely table facing the few
brave souls in the pool as well as a nice view of the ocean. They have a full
bar and our waitress/bar tender Stephanie made me a killer dirty martini.
I started and loved the Ahi Tuna appetizer which was an ample supply of
Sushi Grade Tuna on five crispy wontons with seaweed salad. Next, I
ordered the fresh catch which was a Blackened and Grilled Mahi Mahi
prepared perfectly served with asparagus and smashed potatoes. My husband got a large bowl of the She Crab Soup served with sherry on the side
and it kicked it up a notch. It was very flavorful and definitely enough for
two! Next, we shared the Duck Confit appetizer served over Grits. It was a
very large portion so we took a few bites and brought it home. And
enjoyed it just as much the next day. My husband had the Beef Filet which
he thought was very tender. I was eavesdropping on the table next to us
who order the lamb and said it was wonderful.
So, I sat down and talked with Curtis Brown, the General Manager of
the Resort about his vision for the restaurants. His name may sound familiar because he was the owner of Castanos Italian Steakhouse at Barefoot
Landing and knows a thing or two about bringing big flavors to food.
I asked him what sets the restaurants apart? “As for Bay Watch Café, all
our fish is fresh, never frozen,” said Brown. “Most of our fish and vegetables are from local sources and all of our entrees are prepared to order.
Most of the recipes have been created by myself and used in the past locations such as Castanos as well as contributions from my Executive Chef.”
I had met Former Executive Chef Harald Gruetzmacher when he was a
Chef at Night of Champions for Champion Autism Network and was
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Bay-Watch-Cafe

impressed with his dish. He has since been promoted to the Food and
Beverage Manager. Both restaurants share the current Executive Chef but
they also have Sous Chefs that work each location. All of the culinary staff
have been crossed trained.
Brown shared that the dishes ordered the most are the appetizer
bruschetta, which is a blend of four cheeses; the She Crab Soup, the Fish
and Chips as well as the Steak tips which are marinated for two days in
their trade secret recipe.
“The feedback from the diners has been terrific, especially those that
patronized it in the past. They love the improvements on not only the
restaurant construction but also the new menus,” said Brown. “During the
off months, we cater to our all-important locals and visiting golfers. A lot
of my old patrons from Castanos have now become regulars,” shared
Brown.
Bay Watch Café and Sandtrap Sports Bar and Grill participate in numerous charity dinner events throughout the year so expect to hear more
about them in the community. Stay up to date with them on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/BayWatchCafeRestaurant/ so you won’t
miss any great events.
Bay Watch Café and Sandtrap Sports Bar and Grill, located in the Bay
Watch Resort & Conference Center in North Myrtle Beach 2701 S Ocean
Blvd, North Myrtle Beach, SC 29582. Check out the menus and hours at
https://www.baywatchresort.com/features/dining/
~Sherrie Glensky~
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Plantar Fasciitis: Start your day off on a
good foot, not a painful one
By Karl Ehlers, PT, DPT
You wake up in the morning and attempt to
get out of bed to go make breakfast. Then, out
of nowhere during your very first step of the
day, you experience a sharp shooting pain in
the bottom of your foot. This may be followed
by a tightness or cramping feeling that follows
you throughout the day. If you’re saying to
yourself, “that sounds really familiar!” Then
you may have Plantar Fasciitis.
The plantar fascia plays a very
important role in the plantar aspect of our foot
that supports the arch necessary for carrying the weight of our body during standing and walking activities. The plantar fascia itself is a thick band
of tissue that connects at the front of our heel bone (Calcaneus) and runs
the length of our foot connecting distally at the toes (phalanges). When
this tissue becomes irritated and inflamed it leads to a sharp pain in the
bottom of the foot, most commonly near the heel bone where the
tendon attaches. Our body is essentially a continuous chain of bones, muscle, tendons, ligaments, and other soft tissues, therefore, if one link in the

chain is disrupted, it can lead to other dysfunctions of the foot and
ankle, achilles tendon, knee joint, and structures of the hip.
There are a variety of causes for Plantar Fasciitis that range from
increased activity to bone spur formation. Often times, when
new activities are introduced to our bodies such as prolonged walking,
jogging, running, stair climbing, or even work related tasks, our
body does not always react so kindly to this sudden change. This may
cause the muscles and tendons to begin a state of protection or “guarding”
leading to the inflammatory process and potentially painful symptoms.
Bone spur formations at the heel can contact the plantar fascia and
cause trauma or tears in the muscle or tendon also leading to muscle
guarding and inflammation, as well as an abnormal walking pattern. A
tight achilles tendon that is not addressed with the correct
intervention may also causes similar symptoms as the attachment site of
this tendon is on the back of the heel and can cause a mal-alignment of the
joints within the foot and ankle. This change of position will cause the
plantar fascia to become taut and lead to further pain and
discomfort. Imagine squeezing your hand in a fist position as hard as you
can for the entire length of the day? Can you envision how tired your
hand and forearm muscles would be? Imagine that same process occurring at the bottom of your foot, then add the entire weight of your body on
top of it. That is what’s happening with plantar fascia in the bottom of
your foot.
Treatment options may vary depending on when your symptoms
began and what caused them to occur. Conservative treatment has been
researched and proven effective including a course of physical therapy to
address your painful symptoms and functional deficits. The goal of physical therapy would be one that focuses on identifying the causative factors
of the condition, and alleviating the painful symptoms in the plantar fascia. During your examination by one of our board certified orthopedic
physical therapists, we will identify areas of dysfunction. These areas may
be muscle weakness, soft tissue tightness, and poor movement patterns. A
plan of care would be established to address these areas through prescriptive exercise, manual (hand-on) therapy, and modalities (ultrasound, electrical stimulation). The goal with any physical therapy regiment is to eliminate the problem and educate an individual on strategies to keep it that
way.
One of the newest and most effective procedures that we have incorporated in our offices with great success is dry needling. The name sounds
worse than the actual procedure! Dry needling is a process by which fine
gauge solid filament needles are inserted into the symptomatic dysfunctional area to create tiny lesions (micro trauma) in the underlying soft tissue. These lesions stimulate the body’s natural response of healing by way
of secretion of proteins and the blood factors responsible for tissue remodeling to the affected areas, as well as stimulation of the central and peripheral nervous system to create a decrease in pain. In other words, the micro
trauma that is caused in the tissue creates an environment that allows the
tissue to remodel and repair itself. Because the needles are of an extremely
fine gauge, the procedure has minimal pain associated with it.
A thorough history and physical examination by a board certified orthopedic physical therapist can determine if you would be a candidate for
physical therapy to address your foot pain. At Professional Rehabilitation
Services we pride ourselves in distinction and providing a higher level of
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identify if you are a candidate for treatment!
For further information on this or other related topics you can contact
Karl Ehlers, PT, DPT, Cert. DN at Professional Rehabilitation Services
(Little River) (843) 281- 4222,
Richard DeFalco, DPT, OCS, CSCS, CWcHP (Myrtle Beach) (843) 839-1300,
Brian P. Kinmartin PT, DPT, MTC, STC, OCS, CWcHP
(Pawleys Island) (843) 235-0200,
Richard A. Owens, MPT, OCS, Cert. SMT, CWcHP (Surfside) (843) 831-0163,
Jill P. Phelan, PT, DPT, Cert. DN (Conway) (843) 773-3031,
Lisa O’Brien, PT, DPT, Cert. DN (Murrells Inlet) (843) 314-3224,
Samantha Crisafulli PT, DPT (Carolina Forest) (843) 282-0440,
Zach Daniels PT, DPT (Market Commons) (843) 213-6338
or visit our website at www.prsrehabservices.com
where you can learn more about the company and even
download a referral form for your physician to fill out.
You can also call and schedule a free 15-minute consultation.

care. So if you or someone you know is having foot pain or another musculoskeletal problem and would like to know more about dry needling or
other physical therapy options, seek the consultation of a physical therapist at one of our six locations or see your physician for a referral to one of
our facilities. Physical therapy is a regularly covered service by most
health insurance plans. Free 15 minute consultations are a great way to

Professional Rehabilitation Services, Inc.

Serving the
community since
2004

The Outpatient Physical Therapy Specialists
Call for a FREE 15 minute consultation

NEW CAROLINA FOREST & MARKET COMMONS LOCATION NOW OPEN

We specialize in treating,
Sports-related injuries, Orthopedic injuries, Neurological
problems, Balance problems,
Back & neck pain, Joint-related disorders,
Repetitive strain injuries,
Post-surgical recovery, Golf injuries

Are You Suffering from Pain
or an Injury?
Don’t let pain or injury
compromise your competitive edge.We
offer a full range of
physical therapy and
rehabilitation services to
get you back on track.
Located within the SC Pain & Spine Specialists building across from Thomas Supply

N O W O F F E R I N G D R Y N E E D L I N G F O R PA I N B Y C R E D E N T I A L P R O F E S S I O N A L S

Pawleys Island

Murrells Inlet

Surfside Beach

Myrtle Beach

Conway

Little River

38 Business Center Dr.
Pawleys Island, SC 29585
(843) 235-0200

4731 Hwy. 17 Bypass
Murrells Inlet, SC 29576
(843) 314-3224

3076 Dick Pond Road (Hwy 544)
Myrtle Beach, SC 29588
(843) 831-0163

1301 48th Ave N, Suite D
(Intersection of Hwy. 17 Bypass & 48th Ave., N)
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
(843) 839-1300

2676 Church St Unit D-2 (US-501)

111 Pavilion Drive Ste 20
Little River, SC 29566
(843) 281-4222

Conway, SC 29526
(843) 733-3031

Carolina Forest

Market Commons

2140 Oakheart Road
Myrtle Beach, SC 29579
843-282-0440

1620 Farrow Parkway Unit A-5
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
(843) 213-6338

WWW.PRSREHABSERVICES.COM
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How to Reduce Health Risks by
Understanding AFib

Oftentimes, seeking to improve your health starts at your core – your heart.
One common condition to be aware of is atrial fibrillation (AFib), which is a
quivering or irregular heartbeat that can lead to blood clots, stroke, heart failure and other heart-related complications.
Currently impacting up to 6.1 million Americans, AFib is projected to double by 2030, according to the American Heart Association. One in three individuals is at risk for developing AFib over the course of his or her lifetime,
and the likelihood of developing the condition increases by almost 40 percent
after the age of 55.
The average person living with AFib has a five-fold increase of experiencing
a stroke than someone with a regular heartbeat. However, proper diagnosis
and treatment can help reduce the chances of associated heart health complications, including stroke.
The first step toward managing AFib and preventing serious health complications is gaining knowledge about the condition. The experts at the American
Heart Association are working to elevate awareness with these facts:
Causes
While in some cases the cause is unknown, AFib can be the result of damage to the heart’s electrical system from other conditions such as longstanding,
uncontrolled high blood pressure, obesity, smoking and heart disease. For
example, smokers are 20 percent more likely to develop AFib than nonsmokers.
Symptoms and signs
A person living with AFib may have symptoms like a fluttering heartbeat,
but he or she may not have symptoms at all. Nearly 80 percent of people who
report having AFib note they did not experience symptoms, which can lead to
the condition being overlooked or confused with other conditions, such as
anxiety.
“Atrial fibrillation can be challenging to diagnose,” said Dr. Georgeanne
Freeman, a board-certified family medicine doctor and American Heart
Association volunteer expert. “If you are feeling out of the ordinary, whether
it’s a racing pulse or irregular heartbeat associated with shortness of breath
and fatigue, it’s time to speak with your doctor to learn your risk for AFib and

lower your chance for stroke.”
Other common symptoms include dizziness, weakness, faintness or confusion; fatigue when exercising; sweating and chest pain or pressure.
At-risk populations
Anyone, at any age, can develop AFib. People over age 50, those with high
blood pressure or other forms of heart disease and those with a family history
of the condition are at highest risk and should discuss their medical history
with their doctors.
People of African, Asian or Hispanic ancestry are typically less likely to suffer from AFib. However, research suggests that those with African or Hispanic
ancestry living with AFib have a higher risk of death when the condition is
combined with another factor such as heart failure or high blood pressure.
Risk factors
While some people living with AFib are unaware of the condition due to not
experiencing symptoms, it causes the heart to beat erratically, stops blood from
moving through the heart efficiently and may result in pooling or clotting. The
clot may block blood flow to the brain, causing a stroke. Risk factors such as
age, high blood pressure, heart failure, diabetes or medical history contribute
to individuals’ five-fold risk of stroke.
Treatment options
Although most primary care providers claim to have general knowledge of
AFib, there are still challenges in their abilities to diagnose it. The treatment
goals start with a proper diagnosis through an in-depth examination performed by a medical professional, health care provider or cardiologist. The
exam usually includes questions about the individual’s medical history and
often a test such as an EKG or ECG to determine heart rate, rhythm and other
information. If you have AFib, understand your options for medications and
discuss with your doctor. Anyone on anticoagulants should carry information
and be able to alert medical professionals in an emergency that he or she is on
blood thinners.
To learn more and to access AFib tools and resources, visit heart.org/AFib.
Photo courtesy of Getty Images
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You Can Be One Reason Mom
Feels Loved
From the big milestones to the everyday
moments, chances are, you knew Mom would be
there for you. So on her special day, you want to
find exactly the right way to let her know how
much she continues to inspire and encourage you.
A Beautiful Breakfast
To help, you can now start Mother’s Day morning
with a wonderful gift from Wolferman’s specialty
foods brand. The Mother’s Day Tote is filled with
their famous English muffins, decadent pastries
and Earl Grey tea, along with clover honey sticks
to complete the luxurious breakfast gift. Afterward,
the tote can be reused and act as a brilliant
reminder of your thoughtfulness. For additional
information, visit www.Wolfermans.com.
Clever Cookies
You can also sweeten her day with decadent
gifts from Cheryl’s. The gourmet cookie brand’s
Long Stemmed Cookie Flowers is a delicious bouquet of 12 long- stemmed, buttercream-frosted

cutout cookies and hand-decorated crunchy sugar
cookies. Delivered in a real florist box, this unique
and memorable gift can really show you care.
Available at www.Cheryls.com.
A Blooming Good Idea
The Mom’s Tea Party arrangement from 1-800Flowers.com serves up plenty as a two-in-one gift
with a lovely selection of pastel roses, carnations
and white daisies, beautifully hand designed inside
a reusable floral teapot. For more details, visit
www.1800flowers.com.
For this Mother’s Day, send her a breakfast to
remember, something to satisfy her sweet tooth
and a truly original arrangement that she’ll treasure. That can help her know she’s loved, not just
on Mother’s Day but every day.
Learn More
For more gift ideas to celebrate Mom this
Mother’s Day, visit www.1800Flowers.com and
www.Wolfermans.com. (NAPS)
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Four Steps To A Neater
House And More Free Time
New research by UCLA-affiliated anthropologists found that most American
families are overwhelmed by clutter and can’t even find room to park their cars
in the garage because of all the stuff they’ve stuffed in there.
Fortunately, whether it’s spring-cleaning time or any time, you may not have
to spend as much time, effort or money as you may think to get your home
clean and uncluttered, if you follow these four simple steps from home organization experts:
1. Get The Kids Involved: Make housecleaning more like a fun challenge. List
all the chores that need to be done. Pick the ones that are age appropriate—
organizing a bookshelf, hanging
things in the closet,
fluffing sofa pillows and so on—
and write them
down on slips of
paper or post them
on a wall. Roll a
pair of dice to see
who gets to pick
first, and have
everyone (parents
included) choose a
chore. This will
give the kids some
Family-friendly appliances can make it easier to involve
autonomy and they
the kids in keeping the house organized.
may be more willing to pitch in.
2. Tackle One Room At A Time: If you haven’t a lot of time to straighten up
and clean the whole house, just focus on one room, even one part of a room,
per day or per weekend. Keep a list or a chart and check it off as you go. At
least something will be clean and you won’t feel overwhelmed.
3. Make Your Appliances Work For You—Not The Other Way Around: A
well-organized kitchen and laundry room are easier to keep neat and less
daunting to keep clean.
One help can be a refrigerator with a separate, convenient door within a door
that’s accessible from both the inside and from the outside with a simple push
of a button, such as the LG 4-door double “Door-in-Door” fridge. The design
makes it easier to load often-used items, such as snacks, drinks, lunches and
more, so you don’t have to stop for very long to fuel up when you need it. The
other side provides additional storage space easily accessible via a trigger on
the bottom of the door for more convenience and better organization. That
means your food stays front and center, while the reduction in cold air loss
helps keep it fresher longer.
In the laundry room, you can have a dryer with dual-opening options, like
the LG EasyLoad dryer, that lets you open the door either hamper style (to easily load in wet clothes from the washer) or by swinging to the side as in traditional front-load machines (to quickly unload clothes into the laundry basket).
This makes it easier than ever to both drop in and unload your laundry, saving
your back from unnecessary strain.
4. Little By Little, You Can Do A Lot: Break large chores down into smaller
ones that are more manageable. Instead of thinking “I have to clean the family
room,” think “The books have to be shelved; the floor swept; the table dusted.”
Write it all down and cross off each job as it’s done so you can see how much
you’ve accomplished.
Family-friendly appliances can make it easier to involve the kids in keeping the
house organized. (NAPS)
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The Importance Of Grief And
The Five Stages
By Carole Bowdre, Co-Owner Of Myrtle Beach Funeral Home
Everyone at one time or another during their lifetime will experience grief and mourning. The stages of grief are universal and are experienced by people of all classes, all walks
of life and all cultures. Mourning occurs in response to the loss of a close relationship, or
the death of a valued being, human, or animal. The grief process includes five stages that
were first introduced by Elizabeth Kubler-Ross in her 1969 book on “Death and Dying”.
Researchers have found that an individual spends different lengths of time working
through each phase and expresses each stage with different levels of emotional intensity.
Contrary to popular belief, the five stages of loss do not necessarily occur in the same
order for everyone. We often move back and forth between stages before we reach a
peaceful acceptance of death. Many of us are not able to achieve the final acceptance or
goal.
The death of a loved one may inspire you to evaluate your own feelings of mortality.
Throughout each stage, one realizes their own state of being subject to death.
It is totally normal not to experience the grief stages in the order listed below. The main goal is to understand
the stages and not feel you must go through them in a precise order. Instead, it is helpful to accept the stages as
guides and to understand where you are in the grieving process.
Everyone grieves differently, but grieving is every important to the emotional healing of an individual. Some
people are outwardly emotional, while others experience their grief internally. Never try to judge someone
going through the grieving process.
Stages:
1. Denial and Isolation: The first reaction to learning of the death of a loved one is denial. This is a normal
reaction. Denial is a common defense mechanism that softens the immediate shock of loss, numbing our emotions. We block reality out, start to think life is meaningless and nothing is of any value. This stage is a temporary response to get us through the first shock and pain.
2. Anger: As the effect of denial and isolation begin to wear, reality sets in along with intense emotion, pain
and anger. Anger may be aimed at inanimate objects, strangers, friends or family.
Anger may be directed at our deceased or dying loved one. Rationally, we know the person is not to be
blamed. However, under intense emotion, we resent the person causing us pain or leaving us. We feel quilty for
being angry, which makes us more angry.
Another target may be the doctor who diagnosed the illness or was unable to help or cure the illness.
(Always feel free to ask your doctor to explain exactly what transpired and the details of your loved one’s illness. Understand your options).
3. Bargaining: Another normal reaction to feelings of vulnerability is a need to regain control through “if
only” thoughts and statements.
• If only we had sought medical attention sooner
• If only we had received a second opinion
• If only we had been better to our loved one
This is an attempt to bargain. We may try to make a deal with God or our higher power in an attempt to
postpone the inevitable or the pain. Guilt often is associated with bargaining.
4. Depression: There are two types of depression associated with mourning. The first one involves sadness
and regret. We worry about funeral costs. We worry that we may be avoiding others that depend on us. This
phase may be eased with reassurance from others. The second type of depression is more subtle and more private. It is our preparation to separate and bid our loved one farewell. Sometimes all we need is a hug or a
smile.
5.Acceptance: Reaching this stage is a gift and many never achieve this gift. When death is sudden and unexpected, we may never leave the anger or denial stage. This phase is marked by withdrawal and calm. This is
not a period of happiness and must be distinguished from depression.
Coping with a loss is ultimately a deeply personal experience. Nobody can help you go through it more easily or understand your emotions that you are going through. Others can be there for you and help comfort you
but cannot help you through the phases of grief. Those grieving must allow themselves to feel the grief, for
resisting it will only prolong the natural process of healing.
The staff at Myrtle Beach Funeral Home and Crematory understands the emotional effects of losing a loved
one. Our staff is familiar with the stages of grief and grief support groups are available to assist those during
the bereavement process. Myrtle Beach Funeral Home and Crematory is centrally located in the Grand Strand
at 4505 Highway 17 Bypass S., Myrtle Beach at the entrance to Market Common. Myrtle Beach Funeral Home is
family owned, operated and is family focused. 843 293-4505
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W h e n I t C o m e s To Va c c i n e s ,
T h e r e ’s N o S u c h T h i n g A s A n I n d o o r- O n l y C a t
By Kim Hurley, Owner of Cat’s Meow

Cat owners are notorious for thinking their cats
do not need vaccines because “they never go outside”. This can be a dangerous mistake. It is
important to get “inside cats” vaccinations against
serious and deadly diseases because they are 100%
preventable!
Most feline households often have more than
one animal. What about the dog that may track in
parasites or viruses? You may have one cat that
goes in and out, while the others stay in. What if
one of your “inside cats” gets out accidentally?
Or, it is not as uncommon as you may think to
find wildlife in your house. I know of a client who sat down on her sofa
only to see a raccoon sitting in a chair across the room! It had come in
through the pet door. Things can happen, so you need to have your cats
protected.
Bottom line is cat diseases can be carried inside. We humans can even
bring a hearty disease in on our shoes. Some cats may hang out on balconies or porches, or lounge in windows with only a screen between them
and the outdoors. Many people don’t think twice about bringing in a

Happy Mother’s Day!

Microchips for the month of May only $15.00
Spay/Neuter • Vaccines • Senior Care
Wellness Checkup • Micro Chipping • Digital X-Ray
Dental Cleaning and Oral Surgery
In-House Diagnostic Blood Work
Nutritional Advisor On Staff
MAY RABIES CLINIC
Continues all month only $10
(Dogs welcome)

Cat’s Meow
Veterinary Hospital
A Place Just for Cats …
at Very Affordable Prices!

4720 Hwy 17 Bypass S #B • Myrtle Beach • 843-839-1999
Visit us at www.catsmeowmyrtlebeach.com

stray kitten that may already be carrying a disease. Vaccinating “indoor
kitties” takes the risk away!
For cats, veterinarians recommend what are referred to as core vaccines
for all cats. These include feline panleukopenia, feline calicivirus, feline
rhinotracheitis (also known as feline herpesvirus), and Rabies. Feline calicivirus and feline rhinotracheitis are the two viruses most commonly
responsible for upper respiratory infections in cats. It is important that
young cats receive the full vaccine series. This may also include a noncore vaccine such as the feline leukemia. It is better to build the immunity
while the cat is young, then the lifestyle can be determined for vaccines
needed as it ages.
Other reasons for vaccinating your cat can be if you use a boarding
facility or take them in for grooming. Most places will have vaccine
requirements for handling the kitty during grooming; and also protecting
the cat where possible exposure to a virus may occur, such as an upper
respiratory transmitted in the air from a simple sneeze or two.
Every April DHEC has local veterinarians participate in discount
Rabies vaccine clinics. Rabies is a virus that can be transmitted from the
saliva or neural tissue of an infected animal through a bite, scratch or contact with saliva to broken skin or mucous membranes such as eyes or
mouth. Rabies is a zoonotic disease which means it can be transmitted to
humans. It infects cells in the central nervous system causing disease in
the brain and, ultimately, death.
Rabies is also a core vaccine, and it is required that all domestic pets
receive a Rabies vaccination in South Carolina. They also encourage people to vaccinate their livestock as well. Following these vaccine regulations from DHEC has really made a difference. Over the last 100 years,
Rabies in the United States has changed dramatically. More than 90% of
all animal cases reported annually now occur only in wildlife. In South
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Carolina, the primary carriers of Rabies are raccoons, bats, foxes and
skunks. Before 1960, the majority carriers were our domestic animals like
our pet dogs and cats!
Now that some of the diseases we vaccinate against are not as prevalent as in the past, both on the human side and animal side, people start
to lose sight of the value of vaccines. In the 1980’s and 90’s cases of parvo
(dogs), panleukopenia (cats) and distemper were high. If vaccination
rates decrease, diseases tend to reappear. Look at the number of chicken
pox and measles in human children on the rise due to a anti-vaccine
movement.
There is a lot of science backing the safety and value of vaccines. The
risk of the infection is so much greater than the chance of a serious problem from the vaccine. The concern of feline injection-site or vaccine associated sarcomas evokes strong opinions and emotions. There is over 20
years of research on this subject. It applies to all injections, not just vaccines. The incidence is so rare, estimated at less than one in 10,000. It is
more likely a complex interaction of internal and external factors, injection frequency, even a possible trauma, along with genetic predisposition.
Cats Meow Veterinary has gone the extra step to offer vaccines created
for cats only. The Purevax Rabies is the only Rabies vaccine made specifically for cats. Purevax has removed any of the additives that could possibly cause an injection-site reaction or inflammation.
If you missed our April Clinic, and your cat has not had vaccines in a
while, give us a call. We would be happy to schedule a checkup for your
cat and determine what vaccines it may need. We do not “over vaccinate”. We want only what is best for your feline friend. Preventing a disease far outweighs the risk of a vaccine. We believe this so much that we
are extending our discount clinic prices for May as well.
Kim Hurley, Owner/Vet Tech
Cat’s Meow Veterinary Hospital
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Summer Veggies are on the Way!
Sauteed Julienned Summer
Vegetables
1 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil
1/4 cup red onion, diced
3 cloves garlic, minced
8 oz zucchini, cut into julienne strips
(with a mandolin 8 oz yellow squash,
cut into julienne strips (with a mandolin)
4 oz (1 medium) carrot, cut into julienne strips (with a mandolin)
salt and fresh cracked pepper, to taste
Heat a large nonstick skillet over
medium heat. When hot add the oil,
onions and garlic and cook until fragrant, about 1 to 2 minutes.
Increase heat to medium-high and
add the remaining vegetables, season
with salt and pepper to taste and
cook about 1 minute. Give it a stir to
mix everything around and cook
another 1 to 2 minutes, or until the vegetables are cooked through yet
firm. Adjust salt as needed and serve hot.
Makes 4 cups.

Summer Vegetable Torta
3 tbsp olive oil
1/2 medium onion, chopped
8 oz mushrooms, sliced
3 medium zucchini, sliced 1/4 inch thick
2 red peppers, sliced into 1/4 inch strips
OR
1 12 oz jar marinated red peppers,
drained and cut into 1/4 inch wide strips
8 oz cream cheese, softened
6 large eggs
1/4 cup half and half or heavy cream
2 garlic cloves, minced
3 tbsp fresh basil, chopped
1/2 tsp salt
1/2 tsp pepper
2 cups shredded swiss cheese
Preheat oven to 350F and brush bottom and sides of a 9-inch springform pan with oil. Line bottom with parchment and brush parchment
with oil. Wrap outside of pan with aluminum foil.
Heat oil in a large skillet over medium heat. Add the onion, mushrooms, zucchini, and fresh peppers, if using. Saute until vegetables are
just tender, about 10 minutes.
In a large bowl, beat cream cheese until smooth. Beat in eggs until combined. Beat in cream or half and half. Stir in garlic, basil, salt and pepper.
Using a slotted spoon to drain off liquid, add sauteed vegetables to egg
mixture, then add drained marinated peppers, if using. Add shredded
cheese. Stir with a rubber spatula to combine.
Spread mixture in prepared pan and set pan on baking sheet. Bake for 1
1/2 – 1 3/4 hours or until top is puffy and golden brown and the center
no longer jiggles when shaken. Remove from oven and let cool 10 minutes in pan, then run a sharp knife around edges of torta to loosen. Gently
remove pan sides. Serve warm, room temperature, or cold.
Serves 8 (large slices). Each serving has 8.25g of carbs and 1.5g of fiber.

Baked Ziti and Summer
Veggies
Servings: 4 servings (serving size: about
1 1/2 cups)
4 ounces uncooked ziti
1 tablespoon olive oil
2 cups chopped yellow squash
1 cup chopped zucchini
1/2 cup chopped onion
2 cups chopped tomato
2 garlic cloves, minced
1 cup (4 ounces) shredded part-skim
mozzarella cheese, divided
2 tablespoons chopped fresh basil
2 teaspoons chopped fresh oregano
3/4 teaspoon salt, divided
1/8 teaspoon crushed red pepper
1/4 cup (2 ounces) part-skim ricotta
cheese
1 large egg, lightly beaten
Cooking spray
Cook pasta according to package directions, omitting salt and fat;
drain.
Preheat oven to 400°.
Heat a large skillet over medium-high heat. Add oil to pan. Add
squash, zucchini, and onion; sauté 5 minutes. Add tomato and garlic;
sauté 3 minutes. Remove from heat; stir in pasta, 1/2 cup mozzarella,
herbs, 1/2 teaspoon salt, and pepper.
Combine ricotta, remaining salt, and egg. Stir into pasta mixture. Spoon
into an 8-inch square glass or ceramic baking dish coated with cooking
spray; sprinkle with remaining mozzarella. Bake at 400° for 15 minutes or
until bubbly and browned.

Sweet and Creamy Warm Summer Corn Salad
3 cups of corn (you can either shave it* from 3-4 cobs of corn or defrost
some frozen stuff)
1/2 of a red bell pepper, finely chopped
1/3 cup of finely chopped red onion (green onions work too!)
2-3 fresh jalapeno peppers, seeded and finely minced (decide how many
jalapenos to use based on how spicy you like things)
a handful of cilantro leaves, chopped (about 1/4 cup)
1/4 tsp salt
1/8 tsp coarsely ground black pepper
4 ounces cream cheese
3 tbsp butter
Preheat the oven to 350ºF.
Warm a large skillet over medium-high heat. Once hot, add the corn
kernels and spread them in a single layer. Ignore them for a few minutes.
Check their undersides for browning. If browned, stir them up and neglect them for another couple of minutes. Repeat this until all the kernels
have light brown spots. Remove from heat. (Note, you can instead grill
the corn on the cob and then shave the kernels off. Or, if you use frozen,
you can skip the toasting step since the corn is ready to eat).
In a medium casserole dish, combine the corn, bell pepper, onion,
jalapeno, cilantro, salt and pepper.
Squeeze the cream cheese and butter into a microwave-safe dish.
Microwave on high for 20 seconds. Stir. Repeat until the butter is melted
and the cream cheese and butter are a smooth white cloud. Pour the hot
bowlful of goodness over the corn mixture. Stir. Cover and bake for
25-30 minutes, until heated through.
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Free To Attend
ns

“In Kind Donatio

of Pet Food, P
et Treats,
Pet Accessori
es” to be dona
te
d to
Grand Strand
Animal Rescu
e”

“The Ultimate
Girl’s Day Out”
Saturday, November 23, 2019
Myrtle Beach Sports Center
2115 Farlow Street
In Myrtle Beach
9:00 am - 3:00 pm

Festival of Foods Fundraiser
will Support
Local Not-For-Profits

A Dozen Stations
Including: Spirit Medium,
Psychic, Tarot Reader, Angel
Tarot Reader, Spiritual Insight
and Life Guidance Reader.

100+ Vendors Tons of Shopping Door Prizes
A Dozen Exciting Seminars,
Goodie Bags, FUN& FOOD

Hosted By South Carolina Woman Magazine

843-369-1556

Register Online... it’s Free!

TERRI@SCWOMANMAGAZINE.COM
Sponsor:

www.SouthCarolinaWomenExpo.com

www.whoscoming.com/ScWomenEXPO
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Part 1 The Value of Using Irrevocable Trust
in Medicaid Planning
By Margaret A. Wadsworth, Esq.
Why Complicate things with a trust? There are
many benefits to putting assets into a trust rather
than making outright gifts.
Ability to Make Trust Assets Noncountable for
Beneficiaries’ Medicaid or SSI
It is a sad fact that an outright gift or bequest
from you to a disabled family member can result in
the person becoming ineligible for means-based
governmental benefits that he or she was eligible
for before the gift or bequest, or soon would have
become eligible for. In such situations, unless irrevocable trust planning is then done to establish a
“self-settled special needs trust,” the assets typically get spent on the family member’s care and once they are gone, the family
member reapplies for government benefits. This is generally considered
poor planning.
Better planning is for the gift to be made in an irrevocable special needs
trust for benefit of the disabled beneficiary, so the gift or bequest will be
managed to enhance the living conditions of the disabled beneficiary by
paying for things that the governmental benefits do not pay for.

Margaret A. Wadsworth, Esq.
Licensed in SC and MA, Attorney since 1994

You’ve worked hard all your life. Planning in advance
can help you save your family home and life savings
from nursing home costs. In a crisis, many tell you to
‘spenddown’ but there are options to protect your money
even when nursing care is needed quickly.
Medicaid Planning, Aid and Attendance Planning, Wills,
Powers of Attorney, Living Wills, Deeds, Revocable Trusts,
Special Needs Trusts, Irrevocable Asset Protection Trusts

3691 Palmetto Pointe Blvd, Ste.101 • Myrtle Beach, SC 29588

843.492-7733

www.mwadsworthlaw.com

Ability to Specify Terms and Incentives for Beneficiaries’ Use of Trust
Assets
Many parents or grandparents desire to infuse their planning for their
children or grandchildren with positive aspirations. Such goals may be as
simple as that the gifts may only be used for their education, to finance a
career change or buy a home. Or the goals may be more serious, for example, establishing that the intended recipient will only become eligible to
receive the gift or bequest if he or she participates in a drug or alcohol rehabilitation program or gives up some other behavior that you want to create
an incentive for the person to abandon. Such planning goals of a client
almost always indicate an irrevocable trust with beneficiary incentive provisions as the vehicle to implement the plan. This is completely compatible
with Medicaid asset protection planning for seniors at the same time.
Ability to Decide Which Beneficiaries Will Inherit Upon Your Death
The retained Limited Power of Appointment referred to above (sometimes called a Special Power of Appointment) preserves for you the power
to decide who within a designated class of recipients will receive the benefits of the trust, how much they will receive, and in what way they will
receive it. You can give your assets to your children, grandchildren or charities.
Ability to Determine Successor Beneficiaries
A major concern in Medicaid asset protection planning and estate planning in general is who will be the successor beneficiaries of anything a
client leaves to someone. If the gift passes outright, the recipient has control
over who will receive anything that they don’t use up. If you want to make
sure that only blood descendants, or descendants and their spouses, and/or
certain charities will receive what is not spent by the initial recipient, an
irrevocable trust is a key instrument to create such a plan.
Analysis of Need to File a Federal Gift Tax Return for Year of Funding
A goal of many planners in design of irrevocable trusts is to make the initial trust-funding gift(s) “incomplete” for tax purposes. The purpose is generally to prevent you from having to file a federal gift tax return for the
year(s) of the funding transaction(s), assuming that the taxpayer makes no
other “taxable gifts” in any such year.
There is a split of authority with the Internal Revenue Service concerning
when transfers to an irrevocable trust are considered “complete,” thus
requiring the filing of an income tax return. Normally there will not be any
gift tax due (the current laws allow an individual to give away $5 million in
assets during her lifetime without paying any tax on the gift) but it is
important to follow the rules that do require filing a gift tax return, even if
no tax is due. I am happy to assist with this analysis.
Conclusion
The use of irrevocable trusts in Medicaid planning, as in other fields of
estate planning, provides many opportunities to create great benefits
beyond simply transferring assets. Some or most of these benefits may be
achieved through the use of an irrevocable trust. If care is taken to include
the desired provisions, an irrevocable trust can greatly enhance the value of
your Medicaid planning beyond what can be accomplished through outright gifting.
I enjoy assisting seniors and their loved ones with considering whether
an irrevocable trust may be appropriate for them. Please contact my office
to schedule a time to discuss these issues further.
Margaret A. Wadsworth
The Wadsworth Law Firm, LLC
3691 Palmetto Pointe Boulevard, Suite 101
Myrtle Beach, SC 29588
House calls up and down the Grand Strand
843.798.1761
www.mwadsworthlaw.com
Content provided by ElderCounsel, Excellence in Elder Law and Special Needs
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What To Know Before
Booking A
Vacation Home
Renting a vacation home has become a
popular choice among travelers, made
easier than ever by trendy peer-to-peer
sharing sites. Rather than squeezing into a
hotel room, vacationers are spreading out
and taking advantage of such benefits as
extra space, convenience and privacy.
Before booking a home base for what’s
meant to be a relaxing getaway, however,
travelers need to consider from whom
they’re renting to ensure a trouble-free
experience. Here are some important
things to know before booking:
What are the options? Even before
beginning the search for a vacation home,
it’s important to understand the different
types of rentals you can choose. Rentals
differ when it comes to destination, number of bedrooms and overall style. What
many people don’t realize is that they differ in other important ways, such as
whether they’re rented out by a profes-

sional management company or the individual homeowner. For those travelers
who want added peace of mind, most professional managers have established service and quality standards for their properties, unlike renting directly from an owner
who isn’t necessarily qualified to deliver
a hospitality-grade experience. In fact, a
recent Wyndham Vacation Rentals survey
found that approximately seven in 10
guests who have experience renting both
ways prefer the managed option.
What can you expect? The last thing
vacationers want is to check into accommodations that differ from what they had
in mind, and not in a good way.
According to the same survey, 46 percent
of vacationers are not confident they’ll
get what they anticipate if renting directly
from a vacation homeowner. To overcome
that, ask the homeowner specific questions about the property, from distance to

the beach to included housewares, or consider working with a professional manager who can better vet the home.
Whom can you call? If the hot tub
breaks or the kitchen’s missing promised
appliances, know whom you can contact
for timely assistance. Not being able to
get problems solved quickly if renting
directly from an owner worries 62 percent
of vacationers, according to the survey.
Don’t be caught off guard. Professional
managers can ensure you have 24/7 assistance. If you’re renting from the individual owners, see how available they’ll be.
If they live out of state and can’t offer
help, be ready for the possibility that you
might run into obstacles during your stay.

How well maintained is the property?
Renting a home directly from an owner
you don’t know can certainly cause
apprehension. Nine in 10 owners (88 percent) who have rented their home themselves admittedly “dread” something
about doing it on their own, from cleaning to keeping up with regular inspections. Don’t shy away from asking questions. If you don’t feel confident in the
answers, consider working with a professional manager.
For more information on the benefits of a
professionally managed vacation rental
home, visit
www.VacationDifferently.com.
(NAPS)

“Great Father’s Day Gift’
Fun Golf Cart
2007 Precedent Club Car
New Battery &
Battery Charger
Lift kit
Asking $3200.00
(located in Conway)
Call Bob at 609-947-4572
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South Carolina Elder Resource Guide
Compiled by the South Carolina Centers for Equal Justice &
South Carolina Appleseed Legal Justice Center

Horry County Council on Aging, Inc.
Administrative Office
2213 North Main Street
Post Office Box 1693
Conway, South Carolina 29526
(843) 248-5523
1-800-922-6283
Fax :(843) 248-6361
E-mail : hccoa@sccoast.net
http://www.hccoa.org
Local Agency on Aging:
Waccamaw Area Agency :
Horry, Georgetown, and Williamsburg Counties
Phone-843-546-8502
Fax-843-527-2302
Email-tcason@wrcog.org
Regional Ombudsman
(843) 745-1706 or toll free 1-800-864-6446
Georgetown County Council on Aging
Georgetown Senior Center
2104 Lincoln St. Georgetown, SC 29440
Phone-(843) 546-8539
Fax-(843) 546-2613 Email-gccoa@gte.net
Willamsburg
Vital Aging of Williamsburg County
P.O. Box 450 Kingstree, SC 29556
Phone-(843) 354-5496
Fax-(843) 354-3107

James F. Byrnes Center Center specializing in
geriatric care and for Geriatric Medicine
research. ACS Silvercard Hotline Silvercard is a
program that offers seniors prescription drug
insurance benefits e-mail: silvercard.com@acsinc.com if they are over 65, have no other prescription drug insurance, and meet income eligibility requirements. Hotline provides program
benefits and eligibility information.
2100 Bull Street P.O. Box 119
Columbia, S.C. 29202
(803) 898-1807, (877) 239-5277
S.C. Dept. of Health and Inspect hospitals and
nursing homes;
Environmental Control respond to citizen complaints about Bureau of Certification long term
care facilities. 2600 Bull St. Columbia, SC
29201 (803) 545-4300
S.C. Health Care Association Trade of 176
Laurelhurst Ave. Columbia, SC 29210 S.C.’s
association that represents 90% long term care
facilities and nursing homes. Provide information
to consumers about health care services and
quality care.
(803) 772-7511 Horry
1511-A 9th Ave. Conway, SC 29526
(843) 248-1500
Conway Annex 1804 Main St Conway, SC 29526
(843) 248-1500
Lorris Office 3811 Walnut St Loris, SC 29569
(843) 756-4027

Long term care resources: Area Office
Healthcare National Groups Alzheimer’s
9-Conway Georgetown, Horry Community Long
Association Information on treatment and causes Term Care Marion, Williamsburg P.O. Box 2150
919 N. Michigan Ave. Suite 1000
914 Norman St. Conway, SC 29526
Chicago, IL 60611
(843) 248-7249
1-800-272-3900 www.alz.org
Helpful Internet Websites These sites provide
The Medicare Rights Center
general information and are good starting points
1460 Broadway, 17th Floor
for finding more specific information.
New York, NY 10036
Medicare Rights Center: www.medicarerights.org
Phone: (212) 869-3850 or 1-800-MEDICAR
General information and educational materials
www.medicarerights.org National Medicare
about Medicare choices, coverage, and rights
Hotline Answers individual questions with
Medicare: www.medicare.gov - general Medicare
respect to 1-800-Medicare eligibility and cover- information - Medicare publications; cost and
age. TTY for hearing and speech impaired 1quality information about HMOs; cost informa800-820-1202 State Groups.
tion about Medigap plans
National Aging Information Center:
Alzheimer’s Association
www.aoa.dhhs.gov - information on Medicare
Provides information and support r Alzheimer’s and Social Security – publications
patients and families.
Consumer Health and Human Services
Columbia, SC, 29202
Information: www.healthfinder.gov - information
1-800-636-3346
about resources for particular health concerns –
general information about health insurance
Department of Health & Human Services
National Committee to Preserve Social Security
1801 Main Street, Columbia, SC 29202
and Medicare: www.ncpssm.org –
DHHS and DSS work together to administer
Medicare education and advocacy organization
South Carolina Medicaid Program Medicaid. As BenefitsCheckUp: www.benefitscheckup.org a result, some of the Medicaid offices are coLocates programs for people (ages 55 and over)
located at DSS and DHHS. The best thing to
to pay for costs of prescription drugs, health
do is call 1-888-549-0820 and ask them where
care, utilities, and other essential items or servyou should apply for Medicaid. If you call this
ices.
number, they can also send you an application in Senior Resource: www.seniorresource.com the mail.
Provides housing options and information on
A person applying as a Supplemental Security
retirement, finances, insurance and care.
Income recipient should apply at their local
Social Security administration office.
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BLACK DIAMOND TIPS

How Mosquitoes
Choose Their Victims
By K a e l i n M a c d o n a l d

Nothing ruins a beautiful summer evening quite like mosquitoes. They
truly have a knack for intrusion and annoyance, especially when you seem to
be the only one swatting away bites while others seem unaffected. You may
be wondering if you are using the wrong bug repellant. While some studies
show mosquitoes can become immune to certain repellants, you may simply
be more attractive and worth the bite. The harsh reality is that EVERYONE
has potential to be bitten by a mosquito. However there are factors that can
increase your chances of becoming a meal. Researchers are still pinpointing
what makes the perfect target for mosquito bites, but here are some factors
that may influence who is being bitten:
1. Blood type: Mosquitoes bite us to harvest proteins from our blood.
Strangely enough, 85% of people secrete a chemical through their skin that
gives off a signal as to what blood type they have. One study found that mosquitoes landed on individuals with Type O blood nearly twice as often as
those with Type A blood. Mosquitoes will be drawn to you more if you are a
secretor versus a non-secretor.
2. Carbon Dioxide: This is one of the first signals to a mosquito that a meal
is nearby. They can smell the carbon dioxide from our breath through an
organ called the maxillary palp. Using this organ they can detect carbon dioxide up to 164 feet away! The more you are breathing the more you attract
mosquitoes.
3. Sweat: In addition to carbon dioxide, mosquitoes are also attracted
to lactic acid, uric acid, and ammonia which are found in human sweat. If
you are outdoors exercising or are genetically more prone to sweating you
could be attracting these bloodsuckers.
4. Pregnancy: Unfortunately pregnant woman are extremely attractive
to mosquitoes for two reasons: They are breathing more (more carbon
dioxide exhaling), and their body temperature on average 1.26 degrees
Fahrenheit higher than the average person. Pregnant women are also
more prone to sweating.
It is important to protect yourself from mosquitoes this summer and not
just to avoid an itchy bite. Mosquitoes have the potential to carry harmful diseases such as West Nile Virus, Zika, and heartworms in dogs. Black Diamond
offers Preventative Mosquito Service (PMS). These 7 applications decrease
mosquito populations so you can get outside and enjoy your space! Call us
today to schedule your appointment Toll-free: 877-DEAD-BUG or Local:
843-213-2926
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Sauce Dijonnaise
1/2 cup heavy cream
2 tablespoon whole grain Dijon mustard
Method:
1. In medium sauce pan, sautéed onion and celery
in olive oil for 3-4 minutes. Add garlic and cook
for 3 more minutes.
2. Remove from stove, transfer in mixing bowl and
add mayonnaise, Dijon mustard, lemon juice,
cayenne pepper, salt & pepper. Carefully fold in
crab meat to preserve lump shape and add panko to
firm up consistency.
3. Heat olive oil in a large skillet over medium

Eric Masson
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heat. When oil is hot carefully place crab cakes, in
batches, in pan and fry until browned, about 4 to 5
minutes. Carefully flip cakes and fry on other side
until golden brown, about 4 minutes.
4. In medium sauce pan, boil cream and Dijon
mustard for 3-4 minutes and set aside.
5. Serve crab cakes with sauce Dijonnaise and garnish with chives or parsley.
Recipe from Chef Eric Masson
Chef/Owner of
The Brentwood Restaurant & Wine Bistro
“Low Country French Cuisine”
www.TheBrentwoodRestaurant.com

Southern Style Weddings
without the Plantation Price

Chef/Owner, The Brentwood
Restaurant & Wine Bistro
Little River, SC
Crab Cake Dijonnaise

"One of the Top Ten Most Romantic Restaurants on the Grand Strand"
~MyrtleBeachRestaurantNews.com~

For 4 people
Ingredients:
Crab Cake
1 pound lump crab meat, picked free of shells
1/2 medium onion, peeled & finely chopped
1 stock celery, washed & finely chopped
1 tablespoon of finely chopped garlic
1 cup panko or breadcrumbs
2 tablespoon whole grain Dijon mustard
1 cup mayonnaise
1/2 lemon, juiced
2 tablespoon olive oil
1 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon pepper
1 dash cayenne pepper
1 tablespoon of finely chopped chives or parsley

❦ Rooms for small or
large events
❦ Indoor and outdoor site
available
❦ Ceremony site
❦ Full banquet menu
❦ Can accommodate up to
200 guests
4269 Luck Ave, Little River, SC 29566

849-249-2601

TheBrentwoodRestaurant.com
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Bioidentical Hormone Optimization
for Men and Women
Submitted by DermaVogue

To get started, you can come by our
DermaVogue office at 2347 Highway
17 Business South, Garden City, SC;

Hormones and Health Protection
Studies have shown that optimized hormones
can reduce the risk of some age-related health
issues, such as osteoporosis, Alzheimer’s disease
and diabetes. BioTE hormone therapy has been
shown to be safe and effective without the harmful side effects of synthetic hormones.
Remember, hormone imbalance can occur at any
age. So, if you have the following symptoms,
you may be a candidate for hormone therapy for
women and men:
• Anxiety & Irritability
• Depression
• Extreme Fatigue
• Night Sweats & Hot Flashes
• Weight Gain & Loss of Muscle
Mass
• Memory Loss, Mental Fog,
Confusion
• Joint Pain
• Difficult Sleeping
• Low Libido
Studies have shown Bio-Identical therapy may
help reduce the risk of:
• Breast Cancer
• Heart Disease
• Osteoporosis
Precise Dosing is Key
Proper hormone levels are determined by the
BioTE comprehensive blood work analysis.
Unique dosing is recommended for each patient
for the best possible outcome.
Pellets introduce hormones into the bloodstream 24 hours a day for up to five months in
some cases. Patients tell us this steady stream of
cardio-activated hormones allows greater symptom relief over other hormone-balance methods.
Feeling Better Can Start with a Simple Blood
Test

or you can call us at 843-357-2444;
or visit our website at
www.Dermavogue.net.
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Solution on page 4

Across
1. Rat-__
5. Took a cut
10. Part of N.E.A.: Abbr.
14. Composer Schifrin
15. Luckless one
16. Nick's spouse
17. Sit heavily
18. Discombobulated
19. Week-ending letters
20. Fraternity event
22. Altar site
23. Fireplace accessory
24. Nike competitor
26. Blocker of "Bonanza"
27. Announced
31. Upward grade
34. Double agents
35. Pres. when SEATO
was formed
36. Clinch
37. It's next to the tub
39. Caustic potash
40. Rival
41. Rival of Sparta
42. "__ in Show": 2000 film
43. They may involve pawn
promotions
45. Go out with
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47. "Holy __!"
48. Does over, as a cassette
52. A party to
54. Cerebral malfunction,
facetiously
57. Corn bread
58. Indian chiefs
59. Die, for one
60. Concluded
61. Tiny type
62. __ Bator
63. Utters
64. Birthplace of 35-Across
65. Word that can precede
the first words of 20-, 37- and
54-Across, and 11- and 33-Down
Down
1. Kind of male
2. Eagle's defense
3. Audibly
4. On deck
5. Apply haphazardly
6. Odin's Germanic counterpart
7. Cold War inits.
8. Depilatory brand
9. It's not clearly defined
10. Involve
11. Tot's pool stroke

12. "Exodus" author
13. Bistro
21. Time in history
25. Like the universe
27. Hostess snack cakes
28. Shade providers
29. Dreyer's ice cream, east
of the Rockies
30. Off! ingredient
31. Teeming
32. Cathedral image
33. Start-up capital
34. FHA loan
37. False god
38. Child on a base
42. Den denizen
44. They're doomed
45. Has a feeling
46. List shortener: Abbr.
48. Lasso
49. Austrian Nobel physicist
Wolfgang __
50. Put in prison
51. Shell out
52. Financial pg. highlights
53. PBS science series
55. Fad
56. Comet competitor

